
Enjoy the first line to the sea: luxury apartments in Punta
Prima

444,000 €

Costa Blanca, Torrevieja  Reference: 27374   2   2   71m2
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Costa Blanca, Torrevieja

Imagine: waking up every morning to the sound of the waves gently breaking on the beach, while looking out over the

vast Mediterranean Sea from your terrace. This dream becomes reality with our exclusive homes in Punta Prima,

Torrevieja, located on the first line of the sea.

Our 2 and 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments not only offer breathtaking views, but also spacious terraces from which

to enjoy Mediterranean life in all its splendor. Designed with comfort and convenience in mind, these homes have

excellent qualities, allowing you to make the most of the communal areas of the residential area.

Each property comes complete with an underground parking space and storage room, while the residence itself is

surrounded by lush gardens and offers extensive facilities. Take a refreshing dip in one of the three swimming pools, one

of which is partially heated, while children have fun in their own children's pool and playground.

With direct access to the promenade from the urbanization, you will enjoy the best of Torrevieja's coastline, just 5km

away. Punta Prima offers excellent communications and health infrastructure, proximity to Alicante airport and an

abundance of services available all year round.

Just 10 km away you will also find a range of golf courses and commercial centres, making this location the perfect

balance between relaxation and recreation. Don't miss this opportunity to enjoy a life on the beautiful coast of

Torrevieja.

First line apartments for sale. Luxury apartments with sea views!

2 - 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, equipped open kitchen, storage room, underground parking, terrace and communal garden

with swimming pools.

Features:
Gated Communal pool
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